
Estimate airflow needs
Find the tool you own (or will add) with the highest 
cfm requirement. Write the cfm on line ➊ below. Your 
system needs to meet this peak cfm. If you’ll use more 
than one tool at once, add the two numbers.

Tool Duct      cfm

Bandsaw 4" 350

Belt/disc sander 4" 550

Drum sander (12–24" drum) 5" 550–650

Jointer, 6–8" 4"–5" 350–550

Planer, 10–15" 3"–5" 500–600

Planer, >15" 6" 700–800

Radial-arm saw/mitersaw 5" 550

Router table/shaper 4"–5" 350-550

Tablesaw 5" 550

Begin here Estimate your ductwork 
Now that you know your maximum cfm needs, use 
that number to total the feet of ductwork required to 
connect the collector to the most-demanding tool (or 
tools). Circle the maximum cfm number from Step 1 in 
each of the cfm columns below, rounding up, if 
necessary. The duct size shown on the same line as the 
cfm you circled under “main” is the size you need for 
your main duct. The circled cfm under “branches” tells 
the duct diameter leading to individual tool drops. 
Now measure how many feet of each size you need to 
connect your dust collector to the tool, and write 
those lengths in the spaces on the right.

Main Branches Duct 
Size

Number of  
Feet Needed

170 195 3" 

300 350 4" 

475 550 5"

700 785 6"

950 1,100 7"

1,200 1,400 8"

Add up duct static 
pressure losses
Now translate the main and branch 
duct length into static pressure (SP) 
losses. Multiply the number of feet of 
duct by that size’s SP loss per foot. Add 
up the numbers in the right column, 
and transfer the total to the next box.

Duct 
Size

No. 
of 

Feet

Static 
Pressure 
Loss per 

Foot

Total 
Static 

Pressure 
Loss (")

3" × 0.1 =            "

4" × 0.07 =            "

5" × 0.055 =            "

6" × 0.045 =            "

7" × 0.038 =            "

8" × 0.032 =            "

Total Ductwork Static 
Pressure Resistance:

              "

Add resistance from system parts
You’re almost finished. For each duct diameter between the collector and 
the most-demanding tool, record the number of 45° elbows, 90° corners, 
and feet of flex hose. Next, add up the totals for each row, and multiply 
those by the SP values in the far right boxes. Add the subtotals down, and 
add the total SP loss from the box on the left, and write the total maximum 
static pressure resistance on line ➋. This, along with the maximum cfm 
from line ➊, are the two numbers you’ll need to shop for a collector that 
meets your tool and system needs. 

Fitting 
Diameter 45° Elbows 90° Corners Flex Hose Totals × SP (")

3"
_____×2.5=
_________

_____×5=
_________

______ ×3=
_________

_____ ×.1"=
Subtotal:______

4"
_____×3=
_________

_____×6=
__________

______ ×3=
_________

_____ ×.07"=
Subtotal:______

5"
_____×4.5=
_________

_____×9=
_________

______ ×3=
_________

_____ ×.055"=
Subtotal:______

6"
_____×6=
_________

_____×12=
_________

______ ×3=
_________

_____ ×.045"=
Subtotal:______

7"
_____×6.5=
_________

_____×13=
_________

______ ×3=
_________

_____ ×.038"=
Subtotal:______

8"
_____×7.5=
_________

_____×15=
_________

______ ×3=
_________

_____ ×.032"=
Subtotal:______

Non-Duct Static Pressure:

Total Ductwork Static Pressure Resistance:

Total Static Pressure:2

1 Maximum cfm:

Estimate your dust-collection needs

Sources
Dust collectors, ductwork, and system 
design assistance: Grizzly Industrial, 800-523-4777 
or grizzly.com. Oneida Air Systems, 800-732-4065 or 
oneida-air.com.  Penn State Industries, 800-377-7297 or 
pennstateind.com.


